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Welcome 
 
 
Michael Smythe 
 
Contracts and Assurance 
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Safety Share  
 
 
Ron Hyde 
 
WHS Advisor  
 

 
 
 
 
 



Safety Share  

Ron Hyde, WHS Advisor  
 
 
Health & Safety experience 
Group Leader/Manager responsible for worker H&S,  
manufacturing as WHS Coordinator including Safety 
Training, 8 years in health & safety for 
Water/Sewerage industry  -  operational and 
contractor liaison.   
Have been involved in investigation of a fatality and 
many major safety incidents. 
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Safety….Why? 



Who does it apply to? 



What can safety cost? 

There is an opinion that Health and Safety costs money & time and 
there is no doubt that on some occasions this is true but what is the 
cost of Safety if unsafe practices are followed and something goes 
wrong? 
 
All too often the cost is physical harm/death to SOMEONE and quite 
often it is not the worker who is not working safe but a member of 
the public or a fellow worker. 



Safety Inspections  
 

As you are aware QUU has several people who visit your sites. 
 
These include the Q&A officers and two of the Health and Safety team. 
 
The reason for these inspections are: 
• to ensure quality work on QUU future assets and  
• to partner with yourselves and contractors in building a better 

understanding of Health & Safety requirements (the ultimate aim being 
keeping workers physically capable to of being productive at work and 
enjoying their home life). 
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What has been found 

 
 
 

Although there has been many sites inspected that have good processes 
and safety behaviours, there has been three consistent issues identified 
that can affect workers Health and Safety. 
 
• Inappropriate or NO PPE (generally Engineers) 

 
• Removal and handling of asbestos pipes. (contractors) 

 
• Being in excavations while excavator working in excavation 



Some examples - Asbestos 



Some examples - Excavations 
 



Some examples - PPE 
 



How can we  
(Queensland Urban Utilities, contracted & not contracted workers)  

reach our Zero Harm vision? 
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Chasing Zero Harm… 

Setting clear 
expectations 

Continue to develop our alliances and partnerships by: 

Frequently engaging and 
interacting 

Sharing & disclosing critical 
safety information. 

Maintaining currency 
of industry knowledge 

Participating in 
mutual assurance 

programs 



What we will achieve… 

A safer and 
healthier 
workforce 

A stronger 
relationship 

Satisfied 
employees, 

public & 
customers  

Partnered industry 
leaders 

& much more!!! 



Thank you for being safe 
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ADAC: What and why?  
Ross Guppy 
Institute of Public Works 
Engineering Australia (IPWEA) 
 



ADAC Overview 
Queensland Urban Utilities 

 
Endorsed Consultants Forum 
Wednesday 21 October 2015 
 
ADAC - What, Why, How 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With grateful thanks to: John Gorman (Door 3 Consulting)      john.gorman@door3.com.au    +61 (0430) 333 501Brief Intro.Thank you to QSSA for the opportunity to speak today.Why are we hear to talk about ADAC? Well  because it complies fully with Quality  Level A of AS5488 – 2013.



ADAC Overview 
• What is ADAC? 

– Purpose / Components / Vision 

• Benefits of using ADAC 
– Asset owners / Asset constructors & contractors 

• ADAC adoption lifecycle 
– Data automation & beyond 

• Contacts 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will briefly cover these topics, with most time spent on demonstrating the data standard & XML transfer process.A set of tools that make the transfer of asset data easier (asset design & as constructed data)A comprehensive data standard Project, Spatial & Attribute dataMost infrastructure asset classesAn open standards (XML) data transfer mechanismSupporting Documentation  - In addition there is a set of tools and guidelines to support consortium members in setting up and implementing ADAC. This includes data capture guidelines for surveyors, and  examples of how other sites have set up ADAC etc.  IPWEA & NAMS.AU endorsedVersion 4.2 was released  a few months ago.So,  What is ADAC & Where did it come from?



* Asset Design & As Constructed (Data Standard) 

What is ADAC*? 
• A set of tools to make the transfer of survey 

accurate asset data easier  
– Between asset constructors, contractors & owners 

• Developed by a consortium of asset owners 
– Informed by industry (incl. surveyors) 

– Supported by IPWEA Queensland 

•  Endorsed by NAMS.AU 
– See case study 32 in the International Infrastructure 

Management Manual (2011)  p. 2|56 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created by Asset Management Practitioners based in local government.Where did ADAC come from?ADAC commenced as a regional collaboration project involving three adjoining councils located on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast. Experiencing a significant growth in urban developments. All three local authorities were becoming increasingly challenged in managing the rising levels of donated infrastructure and the inconsistent standards it was being supplied in.Their goal was to develop a robust framework for the efficient and standardised capture, delivery and use of public works asset data.ADAC is a set of tools supported by IPWEA that make the exchange of standardised asset information easier between asset designers, constructors and owners. ADAC is a standard data transfer format, not a software solution per se and is comprised of 3 components: Data Standard, data transfer mechanism, and supporting documentation. The standard data specification has been developed by asset management practitioners and it sets out both the spatial and non-spatial data (attributes) requirements for the supported asset classes. That way you can capture the data for your GIS and asset register at the same time and you know the two will be in synch.The vision is that ADAC will become the industry standard for describing asset design and as constructed data across a range of public and private asset classes.The ADAC specification is endorsed by NAMS, and is the only data specification referenced in the International Infrastructure Management Manual.Membership has expanded to include State Government Departments and water utilities. 



ADAC Components 
• ADAC Data standard  

–   Project information 
–   Spatial & non-spatial data schemas 

• Transport, Drainage, Water, Sewer, Open Space, Cadastre, 
Surface, Enhancements, Supplementary  

• 68 asset types 

• ADAC Data transfer mechanism  
–   XML based 

•  Supporting Documentation  
– Data capture guidelines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hyperlink to the ADAC data schema (i.e., “ADAC Data Standard”) requires:FreeMind software installed The ADAC “map.mm’ file to be installed in the same directory as this presentationClick on the ADAC Data  standard and load freemind OK etc.The beauty of ADAC’s open data philosophy is that you’re not tied to any one vendor. You can use ADAC to configure ANY system to generate standard data that you can be automatically validated and imported directly into Asset Management and GIS systems. The non-proprietary XML based, data transfer mechanism is free and allows you to exchange ADAC asset data in either direction. You simply give the XML specification to your software vendors and data suppliers for them to set up their own systems to provide ADAC compliant data. A number of vendors such as 12D, Safe FME, Keays & BricsCAD have already built ADAC into their products. They don’t need to buy any new software if they don’t want to, nor do they have to pay any license fee to the ADAC consortium / IPWEA.In addition there is a set of tools and guidelines to support consortium members in setting up and implementing ADAC. This includes data capture guidelines for surveyors, and  examples of how other sites have set up ADAC etc. All within the one file format.Plus for  members you get access to the collective knowledge & experience of the consortium.In fact some councils such as the City of Gold Coast no longer require the submission of as constructed drawings.



</adac:Pipe> 
<adac:Pipe> 
<adac:ObjectId>ala_DPipob_RCP_acad_07100004</adac:ObjectId> 
<adac:ComponentInfo> 
<adac:InfrastructureCode>DrainagePipe</adac:InfrastructureCode> 
<adac:Owner>Council</adac:Owner> 
<adac:Status>Design</adac:Status> 
<adac:Notes>Design Values</adac:Notes> 
<adac:SupportingFiles></adac:SupportingFiles> 
</adac:ComponentInfo> 
  
<adac:PipeStructure> 
<adac:CircPipe> 
<adac:Diameter_mm> 300</adac:Diameter_mm> 
<adac:Material>CSP</adac:Material> 1<adac:Class>6</adac:Class> 
<adac:JointType>FJ</adac:JointType> 
</adac:CircPipe> 
</adac:PipeStructure> 
<adac:Cells>1</adac:Cells> 
<adac:ConcreteCoverType>Standard</adac:ConcreteCoverType> 
<adac:Grade> -7.983653</adac:Grade> 
<adac:Length_m> 4.24618</adac:Length_m> 
  
<adac:Geometry> 
<adac:Polyline> 
<adac:Path> 
<adac:PolySegment> 
<adac:Vertex> 
<adac:X> 497328.88694</adac:X> 
<adac:Y> 6973067.53185</adac:Y> 
</adac:Vertex> 
<adac:Vertex> 
<adac:X> 497328.28302</adac:X> 
<adac:Y> 6973063.32883</adac:Y> 
</adac:Vertex> 
</adac:PolySegment> 
</adac:Path> 
</adac:Polyline> 
</adac:Geometry> 

Metadata (data about the data) 
• What type of information this is 
• Used by programs to determine what to do 

with the information that follows 

Asset attribute data 
• Non-spatial data about the asset 

Geometry elements 
• Spatial data about the asset 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metadata (data about the data)What type of information this isUsed by programs to determine what to do with the information that followsAsset attribute dataNon-spatial data about the assetYou can see that the asset info is for a 300 mm diameter CSP – Corregated Steel Pipe - of class 6 with a FJ – Flush Joint. Standard Cover – not in an aggressive salt water environment.Geometry elementsSpatial data about the assetThe X ordinate in a cartesian system, easting in a UTM plane or longitude in a spheroidal system.The Y ordinate in a cartesian system, northing in a UTM plane or latitude in a spheroidal system.



ADAC Data Capture Guideline 

Source: Moreton Bay Regional Council 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IPWEAQ developed a generic set of data capture guidelines for use by consortium members. Whilst we recognise that not all asset owners have the same needs when it comes to data capture, this was our means of limiting the development of individual council/Service Provider specific requirements. This one is an example from MBRC and clearly shows what is expected of the surveyor. 



Problems ADAC Solves  

 

 

Typical Paper-Based Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is why we had a problem – note the need to go back and forth a few times is not shown. 



Problems ADAC Solves  

 

 

The Smarter (ADAC) Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SEQ D&C words:- The final as constructed handover drawings must comply with the ADAC specification. Therefore it is highly recommended that design drawings also comply with the ADAC specification so as to minimise the need for redrafting (or multiple conversions) of drawings. The SEQ-SPs often use the design drawings as a basis for a layer of „proposed works‟ in their Geographical Information System (GIS) databases.The ADAC data file must only be generated from accurate survey information as this data is imported into the relevant SEQ-SP's Geographical Information System (GIS). Survey information supporting the development of the ADAC data file must be provided by a licensed surveyor. All geometric features in the ADAC XML specification and CAD drawings will be defined in GDA94/BCSG02 coordinates.As-constructed data must be derived from at least two relatively well-spaced permanent survey marks with Map Grid of Australia (MGA Zone 56 –GDA 94/ BCSG02) coordinates. Survey should be on true MGA not based on DCDB coordinates.Cadastre will be survey accurately based on registered plan data. Survey tolerances shall generally comply with Quality Level A as defined by AS 5488-2013 Classification of Subsurface Utility Information and as indicated in the following boxed information. Vertical accuracy is particularly important for gravity sewers. Survey tolerance shall be: Horizontal ± 50 mm Vertical ± 10 mm.



ADAC Vision 

Asset Design 
Information 

Asset 
Construction 
Information 

Asset 
Handover 

Information 

Asset Register 

GIS 

Drawing 
Repository 

Document 
Management 

System 

Asset Owner’s 
Submission 

Portal 

Submission errors 

Rapid validation 
against requirements 

(e.g. ADAC) 

Constructor Asset Owner 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design informationReportsCalculationsFiles/Drawings ApprovalsConstruction informationDrawing contentAsset detailsCCTV PhotographsCivil, building, electrical informationP & IDAsset Handover informationOperations & Maintenance ManualsTest certificatesCommissioning information On Maintenance agreementsFME Desktop is a flexible and powerful spatial Extract, Translate and Load (ETL) toolset that makes it easy for you to translate, transform and integrate spatial and non spatial data. 



ADAC Benefits 
• Asset Owners (e.g. Councils & Utilities) 

–   Better asset data quality & asset management 
• Minimises re-work & manual data entry 

–   Not tied to specific software products  

• Asset Constructors & Contractors 
–   Simplifies doing business with utilities & Councils 
–   Reduces approval time for projects 
–   Better quality data out  

• “Round tripping” of asset data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supports improved Asset Management,Vendor neutral! – More choice – easier to collaborate with others.Based on the four quality levels of the American Society of Civil Engineers, outlined in 38-02 Standard Guideline for the Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility Data, the new Australian standard incorporates absolute and relative spatial tolerances while providing supplementary information on how to display utility codes and colours on plans, electronic models and in the field.Quality Level D (QLD) information is likely to be associated with feasibility or business case activities, providing due diligence utility investigations and reporting from site sketches, DBYD enquiries, anecdotal evidence and the like to determine the existence of underground utilities within a project.Quality Level C (QLC) information is likely to be associated with conceptual or preliminary design activities, forming a database of existing utility information from feature topographic surveys and/or site measurements supplemented by any information obtained and classified as QLD. This collated information allows the identification and reporting of likely conflicts/clashes from existing and known utility designs within a project.Quality Level B (QLB) information is likely to be associated with design development activities, based on electronic surface detection and supplemented by any information obtained and classified as QLC, collating a database of existing and known utility design information to develop protection and/or relocation strategies to those existing utilities in direct conflict within a project. By default, these strategies develop into design coordination and construction sequencing.Quality Level A (QLA) information is likely to be associated with detailed design activities, based on a utility database from validated/positively identified horizontal and vertical components of existing and known utility design information, supplemented by relevant information collated and classified as QLB and in some instances QLC.



Who’s Behind ADAC? 

• A mix of small, medium & large Councils & utilities 

• Not profit motivated 

− Focused on advancing asset management practice  

− Sharing with & learning from each other 

• Operating under the governance of IPWEAQ 

− ADAC governance model 

− Role of the IPWEAQ 

 

 

ADAC is managed by a consortium of member organisations… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ADAC is managed by a consortium of member organisations…Need to sell small council involvement. Different motive to commercial operatorsPromotion & development of good asset management practice  Want to know more?ADAC website www.adac.com.au



ADAC & IPWEAQ 

 What is IPWEA’s role in the development & administration of ADAC? 

 
• Governance role 

− Oversight of ADAC’s development, scope & direction 

− Focus on the interests of members 

• Quality Assurance role 

− Strategic Reference Group 

− Technical Reference Groups 

• Advocacy role 

− Promotion of ADAC as the standard right across Australia 

 



More Information 

 Want to know more? 
• ADAC website  

www.adac.com.au 

 

Contact: 
Ross Guppy 
Technical Products Manager 
IPWEA (Queensland) 

Email: rguppy@ipweaq.asn.au  
Phone:  +61 (07) 3632 6804 
 

http://www.adac.com.au/
mailto:rguppy@ipweaq.asn.au
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The ADAC process: how to create 
and submit ADAC files   
- Blake & Brent, Lion Systems 
- Justin and Gavin, QUU GIS Team 
 



How to Create and Submit ADAC Files 
 
 

21st October 2015 
Blake Slaven and Brent McKay (Lion Systems) 

Gavin Sharp and Justin Mendelow (QUU GIS Team) 



What is required to create an ADAC 
XML file 

• Current “For Construction” Drawing/PDF 
 Including Approved Amendments 

 
 
 
 
 

• Survey pickup – 12D, DWG 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• ADAC XML Generator 



Supporting Information 

• SEQ Design and Construction Code Standard Drawings 
                   (www.seqcode.com.au/standards/) 
 
 
• SEQ Design and Construction Code Asset Information 
     Specification  
 
 
• SEQ Design and Construction Code IPAM lists 
            (www.seqcode.com.au/products/) 
 
 
• QUU Capture Guidelines 

http://www.seqcode.com.au/standards/
http://www.seqcode.com.au/products/


Submitting to QUU 

• “As-constructed Package” of information submitted through the Development  Services 
     Upgraded Portal. 
 
• GIS Team will process the data from XML 
     into GIS format once notified by 
     Development Services format and will 
     communicate back through DS if any 
     issues arise. 

• Portal Drop-in sessions 
• Oct 27 – 12pm to 1pm 
• Oct 28 – 2:30pm to 3:30pm 
• Oct 29 – 3pm to 4 pm 
• Nov 2 – 2:30pm to 3:30pm 
• Nov 5 – 2pm to 3pm 

 
*** Register Online *** 



What happens to an ADAC XML 
Once submitted 

• Validation 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Translation to GIS 
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